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Full Featured

Campaign scheduling

OnSign TV Key Features

OnSign TV offers a wide set of powerful features designed to empower
professional signage. With thousands of customers all around the world,
we have everything you need to take your signage operation to the next
level.

Multiple regions

Proof of Play

Apps

Schedule and publish your 
messagesin any way you wish: 
by date, hour,day of the week
or location.

Play a campaign using multiple
regionsand assigning different 
media to each zone. Customize
it with as many zones as you
want.

Create dynamic content using 
Apps. Weather info, realtime 
clock, RSS feeds, YouTube videos,
Facebook posts, directory 
templates, and much more!

Audit Log Build your own Apps

Create users with different access
rights and get a detailed report
tracking what each user has
performed.

We also offer complete guideline 
so you can build new Apps 
yourself.

Get a detailed report confirming 
eachand every time a campaign
has been played back.

Drag-and-drop timeline Real Time monitoring

Creating your campaigns by simply
dragging your media and Apps into
the timeline.

Detect any issue so you can take
immediate action and keep track 
of every player performance.
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Small & Medium Business
Compete with corporate giants!

- Boost sales and drive customer traffic more easily.
  A digital screen is the most flexible banner in the world which makes
  it a very handy tool in reaching out to your audience.

- Attract attention and build trust with your customers.
  One primary use of a digital network is customer experience which
  facilitates building trust and having loyal customers.

- Customer experience is the entertaining and appealing.
  Aspect of every business, one which focuses on creating content
  customers and ensuring they come back for a second time. Access to
  information or simple entertainment while waiting can be powerful
  tools in strengthening this factor in your business.

- Any business may benefit!
  Restaurants, coffee shops, retail stores, it doesn't matter what type
  of business you run. A digital network can definitely assist you on 
  an external and/or internal level.

- Upload content your business requires.
  Digital signage can be used for any purpose you require. 
  Here are some of the content types you can upload with ease :

Images Web pages Weather forecasts Rss feeds QR CodeVideos
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- Carry the mark of the future.
  Physical signage is certainly alive and well, however, digital signage has
  almost become a casual appliance in today's time. It's advanced and has
  clear advantages both when it comes to business effectiveness and costs.

- Not only customers benefit from a digital network!
  You are provided with more benefits than you usually take into account.
  Reprints after a minor change are no longer necessary, and a lot of time
  is saved as well.

- Boost internal performance.
  Update schedules, display information focused on the production or 
  work, making employee training a lot simpler. You can manage the 
  internal movements and schedules easily using a digital network to
  connect various locations of your structure.

- Does one size fit all?
  Unfortunately, when it comes to digital signage, it does not.
  Therefore, it’s very important to find out what type of digital signage
  fits you best. That’s why we’re here. The digital network of a small 
  business differs a lot from one of a large corporation but they both 
  have a shared goal, to make your business more successful!

- Digital signage is spreading like wildfire.
  It’s appealing and effective, making it a very popular tool to use,
  especially when it comes to retail. It has become a common so to speak,
  and today an average customer is exposed to it more than ever!
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- Create a strong corporate culture.
  Keep everyone in your organization in the loop no matter how large or
  spread out. Scale and speed up the amount of information through 
  a digital network. Value the work of your team by creating not only an
  efficient, but also a pleasant corporate culture.

- Manage employee training.
  Training videos, demonstrations and reminders can be set up via 
  a digital screen at the ideal location making training more effective.
  You can supportingly engage your employees to increase quality and
  productivity.

- Communicate efficaciously.
  Assure the most vital information is delivered to the right place at the
  right time. Digital signage can also include your employees' second 
  screens, their smartphones and tablets, making communication even 
 more direct.

- Engage your employees.
  Organizations with high employee engagement leave the low 
  engagement ones in the dust. Recognizing employees and their abilities
  is the main tool for increasing engagement, and digital signage can help
  do exactly that!
- Increase efficiency and decrease costs.
  Updating internal news is easier, more timely and more accurate 
  digitally than with physical handouts which would demand reprinting
  with every minor change.

- Schedule messages and automate your network.
  Notifications, alerts or even employee birthdays can be set to automated
  display.

Corporate communication
Add fuel to the corporate fire!
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- Share performance metrics.
  This helps your company and your employees manage their performance
  levels. Your digital network can point out the progress of the entire
  company. Your employees will be more aware of the current state 
  of progress with appropriately placed displays.

- Use digital signage effectively in apposite locations.
  For example, conference rooms can be interconnected for easier
  management and meeting plans. Hallways or lobbies are perfect for
  welcoming messages or sharing enforcing information about your 
  business with newcomers.

- Cultivate the communication you’ve built.
  An overly professional environment can choke its inhabitants while 
  an overly free environment often lacks the discipline a corporation 
  requires. As always the right balance wins. With digital signage you have
  the freedom to play with professional and casual messages.
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- A mark of a modern establishment.
  a digital signage network fits extremely well in a place where knowledge
  is born. Keep the students, staff and guests wellinformed on the most
  recent and vital information using digital displays throughout campus.

- Flexible digital announcement boards.
  Allow you to periodically share all sorts of information, spanning from
  general announcements to class and transport schedules, all easily 
  updated. Management of content across several locations is also 
  an option.

- Advertise special offers for students.
  In the cafeteria, in shops on and off campus, for tutoring or any other
  service you choose. Selling advertising space is a secondary source 
  of income.

- Inform students about important news or emergency alerts.
  You can advertise events or fundraisers and keep your students up 
  to date on activities they’d like to part-take in.

- Engage students in activities of interest.
  The information structure of universities and schools can greatly
  benefit from a digital network which exposes students to information
  they may be interested in.

- Provide directions.
  For newcomers and help them find their way around campus more 
  easily. Digital screens are a lot more flexible than the ol’ pen and paper,
  meaning lower costs when it comes to updating information. Interactive
  maps turn the maze into a straightforward path.

School and Education
A world of knowledge on display.
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- Digital signage is efficient,
  which resolves one of the main concerns of schools when it comes to
  investments. Being able to attract attention, motivate and set an individual 
  in motion, digital signage proves itself to be a smart investment.

- Digital signage has many uses in an establishment of education.
  A digital network can be used to create a campus wide connection, to 
  advertise, to make event planning easier, to provide way finding or it can
  even be used for social media to reach out.
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- Visual appeal is of great importance for a restaurant.
  Make your customers feel comfortable and sure to return.

- Information management is a lot faster with a digital network.
  Update information fast and easily. Schedule changes to the menu based 
  on the time of day, update content for different locations simultaneously 
  or even display nutritional information to regional standard.

- Digital menu boards save money and time.
  as they're easy to update even when a slight change in the menu or price
  occurs. You can share interesting offers inmore detail than you would in
  an ordinary menu where you’re forced to put too much information 
  on one page.

- Unique communication can be an interesting feature.
  As well. Share social media on your digital screens, Tweets or reviews
  from other customers for example and reach out to your guests in more
  ways than one.

- The customer experience can be augmented by digital signage,
  Providing entertainment and information in an appealing fashion, making
  it a worthwhile investment for your restaurant.

- The customer experience can be augmented by digital signage,
  Providing entertainment and information in an appealing fashion, making
  it a worthwhile investment for your restaurant.

- Attract the mobile users!
  The use of Facebook and Twitter for news and stories going viral has
  become a daily thing. You can display more than sports and fashion shows 
  to truly draw the attention of the viewer. Share feedback on a digital screen
  in your restaurant, or you can even set up an automated Twitter feed.

Restaurants
What’s in the fridge tonight? 
Create the dining room feeling outside of home!
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- Lower cost and higher profit are the perfect combination.
    Updating information quickly and easily is cutting your expenses. 
    Paired with providing great marketing and advertising via your
    digital screens, your profit rises.
    Customize information with special formats.
    Manage pricing faster.
    Update content for different locations simultaneously.
    Schedule the menu to change during the day.
    Make your guests feel at home.

- Adapt to the surroundings with digital signage.
    If your location is near an airport, bus station or any establishment 
    which holds important onward information, you can use it to go the
    extra mile.
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- Refine your style and attract attention
  With screens which greet your customers in the lobby and help them 
  find what they are looking for. This can include interactive kiosks for 
  self-service and also way finding.

- Show an array of items on one display,
  Providing more information to the customer than a traditional poster
  or image. Advertising is greatly improved bydigital signage, both in 
  effectiveness and cost.

- Display more information about specialized products.
  This provides for an interesting experience and greatly affects purchases.
  For T-shirts, electronic devices, vehicles or any other product that is 
  typically customized many advanced retail businesses have displays 
  where customers can fashion their products, if onlyto see what 
  features exist.

- Update information about sales easily and quickly.
  Digital screens are more appealing than traditional signs for stores, and
  with the flexibility for easy updates, you can positively impact your retail 
  success. Attention grabbing has never been easier.

- Build strong connections with your customers.
  The customer experience is one of the most important factors today 
  and holds the key for retail survival. Building a great number of strong
  connections with customers can be challenging but it is necessary to 
  survive in business today with the amount of competition present.
  Welcome boards, entertainment and way finding displays are only some 
  of the ways you can gain loyal customers.

Digital Signage at Retail Stores
Promote faster and positively influence 
purchases of your customers!
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- The entertainment factor is important when there is any 
   waiting time involved.
  Entertain your customers and make them feel comfortable as nothing
  feels better than a professional time killer.

- Cooperate with manufacturers and brands.
  Innovative thinking is integral thinking. Use your sales area as additional
  advertising space for the brands selling under your roof. You may even
  share the costs with the manufacturer and generate an added revenue
  source.

- Experiment!
  There are many types of audiences in retail and digital signage is 
  a flexible tool. It gives you a lot of room to experiment and find the
  best way to advertise your products to the audience specific to you.
- Employee training and health & safety information
  can be displayed before and after trading hours. Training videos and
  reminders can be set for specific locations and play times by the
  management of each individual store, along with important information
  regarding safety policies.

- Many other benefits exist!
  The amount of printed content can be greatly reduced, cutting 
  redundant costs by a decent amount. Advertising or product updates 
  can be done easily and elegantly with a digital screen.
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